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Groove Series >> Beatdiggin

Future Loops presents “Beatdiggin“ …the second title from our Groove Series.

“Beatdiggin“ is your deluxe source for rare , crusty and vintage funkadelic 
beats !
This extraordinary package of hundreds of dusty grooves is an homage to all the 
obsessive crate diggers and dedicated revivalists out there !
Inside you will find the freshest and most original collection of tight beats that 
sound straight from the crates ! 

Every beat in “Beatdiggin“ is a true original artefact .. We exceeded ourselves to 
bring you that pure organic authenticity and to feed all you funk-hungry 
crate diggers with phat , obscure and vinyl flavoured loops ! 
You'll be shocked with the pure grooviness that “Beatdiggin“ has to offer ..These 
loops have so much soul they could shake the foundations of a skyscraper ! 

“Beatdiggin ” is structured with the user in mind: Tempos range from 80BPM-
110BPM : We created beats at 6 different tempos, and each beat is a precious 
gem ready to make your head nod !
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Features:

450 Full Mix Beats : Beats come with 3 variations from the full mix, 
300 Fills : We know you love those funky intros , snare fills and wicked breaks ! 
Over 1100 Loop Elements : All the individual loop components (kicks , snares , hats , 
percussion ) in separate standalone loops for extensive usability and mixing control ! 
Over 2300 Sliced Hits : We did all the work for you and provide you with all the beat slices so you 
can have 100% control of your grooves and develop completely new beats from scratch! 

Don't be afraid to get your fingers dirty ! Get this dusty baby now!
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Technical Specifications : 
1 DVD ; 4,05 GB ( 1.61GB before duplications ) of content including Full Mix Beats , Loop Elements ( Kick Loops , Hat 
Loops , Snare Loops , Percussion Loops , Tambourine Loops , Shaker Loops , Cymbal Loops..), Fills , and Sliced Hits ; 
+4200 WAV samples ; +1800 REX2 samples

Works with:
Acid, Adobe Audition, Akai MPC1000, Akai MPC2000, Akai MPC2500, Akai MPC4000, Cubase, Digital Performer, Drumcore, 
FL Studio, Live, Logic, Nuendo, ProTools, Reason, SampleTank, Sonar, Transfuser


